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Introduction 

Thank you for your interest in reading the Bible!  This 
reading plan covers the entire New Testament in 90 days.  Each 
day will cover 2 or 3 chapters which will only take 10-15 minutes 
to read.   

You may use choose any version of the Bible to use with this 
plan. All terms and Scriptures used here are from the New King 
James Version.  Reading can be done online, from a printed 
Bible, tablet or phone. Find what works best for you. 

Before jumping in to read the assigned chapters, take a 
minute to read through the entire page.  First, you will find a list 
of two or three defined terms, one for each chapter that day. 
These definitions are of the Greek words in the text, so they may 
differ slightly from a simple English definition.  A list of all words 
with Strong’s numbers are available in the back if you want to 
research them on your own. 

Next, one question per chapter is provided.  By reviewing 
the questions in advance, you will be able to read for specific 
content.  Be sure to write in your answers. 

Finally, a daily memory verse is provided. Meditate on this 
verse and commit it to memory.  Some may find it helpful to 
keep a journal and write down the memory verse each day.   

Invite others to join you in this reading plan. Discuss your 
reading with family, friends or a class.    

Additional recourses are available at 90DayBiblePlan.com.  
These include suggested topics and resources for classes or 
sermons based on the weekly reading as well as other helpful 
information.  Other books are scheduled in this series which will 
cover the Old Testament.   
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When completed with this book, you will have read 260 
chapters, learned 260 words, answered 260 questions and 
established a good habit for regular Bible reading.  That’s quite 
an accomplishment. 

Good job!  Now, let’s get to work on day 1.   
 
 
 
Date started reading: _________________ 

 

  


